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Creation of the Group and Steady Strides Forward

In February 2002, Mitsui Trust Financial Group was created,

with Mitsui Trust Holdings, Inc. (“Mitsui Trust Holdings”), as

the financial holding company under which The Chuo Mitsui

Trust and Banking Company, Limited (“Chuo Mitsui”), and

Mitsui Asset Trust and Banking Co., Ltd. (“Mitsui Asset”), operate

as subsidiaries.

The new management structure has enabled the Group to take

steady strides forward in meeting the trust banking needs of

its clients.

As a group, we have a wealth of client-oriented strengths that

make us the best choice for trust banking products and services.

Indeed, we are confident that the tangible efforts of the Group,

underpinned by quality and speed, will lead to positive results.

Changes in Mitsui Trust Holdings’ Stock Price and TOPIX Movement
(Stock price and TOPIX set at 100, as of January 31, 2002)
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Consolidated Financial Highlights
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Millions of
Years ended March 31, 2003 and 2002 Billions of yen U.S. dollars (Note)

2003 2002 2003

For the year

Total income ¥00,501.5 ¥00,540.9 $004,172.5

Interest income 163.0 192.7 1,356.6

Trust fees 100.6 104.1 837.1

Fees and commissions 56.3 57.6 468.5

Total expenses 541.2 958.0 4,502.6

Interest expense 65.4 96.7 544.7

General and administrative expenses 159.5 172.9 1,327.1

Loss before income taxes and minority interests (39.6) (417.1) (330.0)

Net loss (96.7) (277.9) (804.5)

At year-end

Total shareholders’ equity ¥00,251.6 ¥00,496.1 $002,093.3

Total assets 12,478.0 13,372.8 103,810.4

Loans and bills discounted 7,200.3 7,416.0 59,903.4

Investment securities 3,232.5 3,436.9 26,893.3

Deposits 8,672.2 7,742.4 72,148.5

Trust assets* 36,503.9 38,077.2 303,693.1

Capital adequacy ratio** 7.50% 10.59%

Reference

Gross operating profit (Gyomu sorieki)*** ¥00,327.9 ¥00,303.3 $002,728.0

Gross operating profit before trust account write-offs*** 356.9 343.5 2,969.8

Operating expenses 159.5 172.9 1,327.1

Transfer to the general reserve for possible loan losses (2.9) (0.4) (24.8)

Net operating profit (Gyomu juneki)*** 171.3 130.7 1,425.7

Net operating profit before trust account write-offs*** 200.4 170.9 1,667.5

Effective net operating profit*** 197.4 170.5 1,642.7

Note: U.S. dollar amounts stated in this annual report are translated solely for convenience at ¥120.20=US$1, the rate prevailing on March 31, 2003.
* Figures are combined totals from The Chuo Mitsui Trust and Banking Company, Limited, and Mitsui Asset Trust and Banking Company, Limited.

** Capital adequacy ratio is presented in accordance with the domestic standard set forth in the Banking Law of Japan.
*** These terms are defined on page 50 in the Financial Section.
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  Operating Environment

The consolidated fiscal period ended March 31, 2003—fiscal 2002—

was characterized by positive developments as well as challenges at

home and abroad.

On the international economic front, the United States continued to

show gradual improvement in business conditions into the first half of

fiscal 2002. Beginning in the autumn, however, major issues, such as

heightened tension over the situation in Iraq and the unfolding Enron

fiasco, which precipitated distrust of corporate accounting, sapped

economic strength. The U.S. slowdown seemed to have a corollary

effect on the European economy, which displayed parallel signs of

weakening. In comparison, the Asian economy, hinging on the People’s

Republic of China, maintained a brisk expansion pace.

In Japan, early 2002 looked promising, as good economic conditions

abroad lifted exports and progress in inventory adjustments prompted

a rebound in domestic production. Persistent pressure on disposable

income, however, and a tougher employment environment squeezed

consumer spending, preventing Japan from experiencing a full-fledged

economic recovery. Growth in exports began to falter in the autumn,

triggered by economic deceleration in the United States, and business

conditions leveled off as 2003 rolled around.

In the domestic finance industry, interest rates tumbled to new lows,

reflecting persistent measures by the Bank of Japan to quantitatively

relax restrictions. Of note, the long-term interest rate dropped suddenly

in early 2003, and the yield on 10-year bonds hit an all-time low, settling

into the 0.6% range. The Nikkei Stock Average dropped below 8,000 in

March, marking the lowest level since the collapse of Japan’s economic

bubble. In the foreign exchange market, the yen gradually appreciated

against the U.S. dollar, rising from within the 130 range at the start of

2002 and hovering around 120 from mid-year onward.

  Fiscal 2002 Consolidated Performance

Effective net operating profit (net operating profit before trust account

write-offs and transfer to the general reserve for possible loan losses)

represents the profitability of core operations at trust banks. In fiscal

2002, Mitsui Trust Holdings recorded effective net operating profit of

¥197.4 billion, up 15.8%, thanks to higher gross operating profit (gyomu

sorieki) and the cost-cutting benefits of sustained restructuring efforts.
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A Message from the President
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Mitsui Trust Financial Group subscribes to an aggressive approach

to the write-off of non-performing assets. Through several strategies,

including efforts to accelerate the final disposal of non-performing

assets in line with the Program for Financial Revival announced by the

Financial Services Agency (FSA), Mitsui Trust Holdings showed credit

costs of ¥124.7 billion. This was the fourth consecutive year of lower

credit costs, and put the amount squarely within fiscal 2002 effective

net operating profit.

Sluggish stock market conditions in fiscal 2002 precipitated a loss

of ¥69.6 billion on stocks and other investment securities. This result

reflects a loss on the disposal of investment securities, following the

planned execution of further reductions in the stock portfolio, as well

as the continuous implementation of rigorous devaluation procedures.

The Company thus showed a recurring loss of ¥24.7 billion.

Seeking to secure a healthier financial position, Mitsui Trust Hold-

ings booked a conservative amount of deferred tax assets. This was one

of the main reasons for the Company recording a net loss of ¥96.7

billion in fiscal 2002.

Both Mitsui Trust Holdings and Chuo Mitsui kept their respective

capital adequacy ratios above the mandatory 4% required for domestic

operations. The consolidated ratio for Mitsui Trust Holdings was

7.50%, while the non-consolidated ratio for Chuo Mitsui was 6.71%.

Meanwhile, Mitsui Asset, as a trust bank specializing in asset adminis-

tration, asset management and pension trust operations, generated a

strong non-consolidated ratio, of 102.28%.

  Management Direction

The Mitsui Trust Financial Group’s management vision highlights two

strategies:

(1) To raise the level of specialization and know-how enjoyed in a

financial group that hinges on two distinguished trust banks, and

thereby provide clients with the best solutions to their financial

requirements.

(2) To improve service value and shareholder value by promoting cre-

ative business opportunities across the broad spectrum of activities

performed by trust banks.
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With this groupwide vision as a guide, Mitsui Trust Financial Group will

aspire to meet clients’ expectations with efficient and highly transparent

management and also strive to contribute extensively to society.

The Group maintains a resolute perspective on preserving manage-

ment clarity and integrity as well as ensuring administrative activities are

handled in a reliable and appropriate manner. This perspective permeates

the design and implementation of the administrative and management

systems that underpin operational efficiency. It also provides the basis for

defining how authority is granted to staff and directors, including the

board members, which bears accountability for decisions, and how the

structure for cross-check functions is set up.

  Business Strategies

An enterprising spirit shared throughout Mitsui Trust Financial Group is

one that emphasizes quality and speed in addressing clients’ needs, and

strength and stability in reinforcing the corporate foundation. Invigorated

by this spirit, the Group forms business strategies from two key building

blocks: unrivaled quality and a commitment to low-cost operations.

In addition, the Group takes a comprehensive view to the distribu-

tion of management resources to ensure an ideal allocation to each

business unit and to maximize overall profitability.

The basic direction of business strategies at the two subsidiary banks

under the holding company is presented below.

Chuo Mitsui

Chuo Mitsui is working to distinguish itself from rivals through two

approaches: first, by demonstrating all the specialization and know-how

accumulated as a trust bank engaged in the administration and manage-

ment of financial assets, real estate and other wealth; and second, by

providing high-quality, high-value-added products and services.

Concurrently, Chuo Mitsui will cement its reputation for excellent

cost-competitiveness by establishing a low-cost operating structure.

Mitsui Asset

As a trust bank specializing in pension trust and securities trust busi-

nesses, Mitsui Asset has set itself far apart from the competition by

drawing on advanced know-how in trust asset management and

administration to meet clients’ requests.
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In September 2002, Mitsui Trust Financial Group took an equity

stake in Japan Trustee Services Bank, Ltd., a joint venture established

by The Sumitomo Trust & Banking Co., Ltd., and Resona Bank, Ltd., as

a trust bank dedicated to asset administration. In January 2003, Mitsui

Asset completed the first stage of transferring its asset administration

function to Japan Trustee Services Bank, and the remaining aspects will

be transferred during the first half of fiscal 2003.

The transfer will enable the Group to utilize merits of scale to make trust

asset administration services more efficient and to raise inherent quality.

  Management Objectives

Enhanced Profitability

Mitsui Trust Financial Group has enriched its earnings base by utilizing

groupwide strengths to expedite measures more potent than before in all

areas of operations and by aggressively pursuing revenue opportunities

in businesses outside the existing range of activities.

Another objective is to erect a framework for serviceable, well-

organized administrative processes. To this end, the entire Group is

behind the Business Process Reengineering Project, a blueprint for

radically reevaluating the way office procedures are performed. This

project will facilitate the timely establishment of a streamlined, effi-

cient and low-cost operating structure. In addition, with subsequent

restructuring, we will accelerate the process of cost reduction in both

personnel and non-personnel expense categories. The overall result

will be a stronger operating structure.

Squeezing Stock Portfolio, Writing Off Non-Performing Assets

Mitsui Trust Holdings recognizes that efforts to squeeze its stock port-

folio and write off non-performing assets will boost confidence among

clients as well as the market in general. The Company has thus made

these issues management priorities and applied concerted efforts in

both areas.

On the stockholding issue, the Company has been successful in reduc-

ing its balance by taking advantage of several approaches, including a

stock-purchasing program initiated by the Bank of Japan, to trim the stock

portfolio and make earnings less vulnerable to stock price fluctuations.
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On the non-performing asset issue, the Company believes in securing

quality assets and executed write-offs, as planned, from this perspec-

tive. The reward was a steady drop in the balance. By advocating con-

stant disposal of non-performing assets in line with FSA’s Program for

Financial Revival, Mitsui Trust Holdings will further strengthen its

financial footing.

  In Closing

Characterized by severe deflation and persistently lackluster stock prices,

the operating environment for domestic financial institutions presents

increasingly challenging obstacles to overcome. For Mitsui Trust Finan-

cial Group, this situation demands determined steps forward to reap the

benefits of several past management restructuring programs.

As we follow this road, our ultimate priority remains the same as always—

to build stronger ties of trust with clients and shareholders—and we

will surmount difficulties with the combined capabilities of the Group.

On behalf of the Board, I ask for the continued understanding and

support of shareholders, clients and business partners as we strive to

reach our objectives.

August 2003

Kiichiro Furusawa

Chairman and President
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Fiscal 2002 Summary

Consolidated Results of Operations
Years ended March 31

(Billions of yen)

2001 2002 2003 Change

Gross operating profit* 353.7 343.5 356.9 13.4
Operating expenses 186.3 172.9 159.5 (13.4)
Effective net operating profit 167.4 170.5 197.4 26.8
Credit costs 181.7 170.4 124.7 (45.6)
Net (loss) income 23.0 (277.9) (96.7) 181.1
Notes: 1. Figures for fiscal 2001 and 2002 are for Mitsui Trust Holdings.

2. Figures for fiscal 2000 are for Chuo Mitsui.
* Before trust account write-offs. These terms are defined on page 50 in the Financial Section.

Capital Adequacy Ratio
As of March 31, 2003

(Billions of yen, %)

Mitsui Trust Holdings Chuo Mitsui Mitsui Asset
(Consolidated) (Non-consolidated) (Non-consolidated)

Net worth 689.1 606.2 35.8
Basic items (Tier I) 344.9 303.1 35.8
Supplementary items (Tier II) 344.9 303.1 0.0
Deductions 0.7 0.0 —

Risk assets 9,179.0 9,028.7 35.0
Capital adequacy ratio (%) 7.50 6.71 102.28

*Before trust account write-offs. These terms are defined on page 50 in the Financial Section.

Gross Operating Profit*
(Billions of yen) (Years ended March 31) (Billions of yen) (Years ended March 31) (Billions of yen) (Years ended March 31)
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Enhanced Profitability (Figures before March 31, 2000, are combined totals from the former Chuo Trust and Mitsui Trust)

Boosting fund-related profits
Chuo Mitsui
Reinforce profitability through loan portfolio restructuring
Chuo Mitsui will work to strengthen profitability by
concentrating on loans to individuals, especially
lucrative housing loans, and real estate non-recourse
loans, for which the Bank maintains one of the high-
est lending balances among all Japanese financial
institutions. In doing so, Chuo Mitsui will raise
the ratio of these loan types in the loan portfolio.

Improve the profit margin
Chuo Mitsui will enhance its profit margin on loans
by offering appropriate interest rates on loans and
tracking interest rates on fund procurement.

Raising net fees and commissions from property
management services
Chuo Mitsui
In the area of stock transfer agency services, where
Chuo Mitsui is the industry leader in terms of corpo-
rate clients and shareholders represented, the Bank
embraces new services, such as electronic sharehold-
ers’ meetings, and advocates a practical approaches
to support the investor relations (IR) activities of its
corporate clients.

In the area of real estate operations, Chuo Mitsui
continues to direct concerted efforts toward broker-
age services, real estate securitization services and
real estate investment trusts in Japan (J-REIT).

The Bank will endeavor to reinforce efficiency in
both these areas of business to increase non-interest
rate income, such as commissions.

One of the Group’s most important

management priorities is to enhance

profitability. The two keys for reaching

this objective are to expand gross

operating profit and to establish a

low-cost operating structure. These

keys are described below.

Mitsui Asset
Mitsui Asset enjoys a solid reputation for its asset
management techniques, but the Bank will strive to
further enhance these capabilities and augment its
consultation expertise on all aspects of retirement
benefit systems, including defined contribution pen-
sion plans, to expand the balance of pension assets
under management.

Pursuing new business opportunities to buoy profits
We will draw on the wealth of real estate-related
know-how we have amassed in our trust-banking
activities and resourcefully apply it to capitalize on
new business opportunities and derive higher profits,
regardless of whether these businesses fall within the
existing service framework.

Higher gross operating profit

Lower operating expenses

Higher net operating profit
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  Expanding Gross Operating Profit

The Group aims to increase gross operating profit by boosting fund-related profits and net fees and commissions
from property management services.
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Thorough restructuring
The process of reducing personnel and non-personnel
expenses has been accelerated by thoroughly reviewing
the operating systems used to provide services and sub-
sequently tightening the systems where necessary, and
by implementing fine-tuned restructuring measures.

Group personnel
As of March 31, 2003, the Group employed 6,021
people, down from 7,852 at the end of March 2000.

Branch network
Through consolidation, Chuo Mitsui has streamlined
its branch network from 166 locations in March 2000,
to 72 more efficiently operating locations as of March
2003. Over the same time frame, the Bank has stream-
lined the activities of certain branches and squeezed
the number of branches offering all types of services
to 19 among the 72 locations.

Operating expenses
Aiming for a bold cut in operating expenses without
weakening expected levels of service, we implemented
groupwide cost-cutting initiatives that brought the
overhead ratio down from 54% in fiscal 1999 to 44%
in fiscal 2002.
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Progress on groupwide project
We are actively promoting the Business Process
Reengineering Project. This lateral effort, which involves
the entire group in a radical reevaluation of the existing
business process system, will help us realize greater
efficiency in the execution of business activities.

In May 2002, we took a major step toward smoother
operations with the integration of account-based sys-
tems at Chuo Mitsui. This achievement marked the
completion of business system consolidation within
the Group.

    Restructuring Results over Three Years
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  Low-Cost Operating Structure

Mitsui Trust Financial Group has embraced several strategies to build a streamlined, efficient and low-cost
operating structure as quickly as possible.
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Corporate Governance

  Basic Premise
The Group views corporate governance from a per-
spective of ensuring management transparency and
impartiality as well as the reliability and suitability of
business activities to required tasks. Therefore, the
Group advocates clarity in the way authority is

granted to staff and directors, including the board
members, in the order of accountability for decisions,
and in the scope of cross-check functions, and has
implemented administrative and management
systems that underpin operational efficiency.

  Function and Responsibilities of Mitsui Trust Holdings

(Five auditors, including two external auditors)

Management planning function

●  Group management strategic planning
     Overall strategy, human resources strategy, IT-related strategy
●  Financing, public relations and IR, etc.

●  Risk management
●  Compliance

Overall risk management function

General Meeting of Shareholders

Board of Directors

Executive CommitteeAdvisory Board

Risk Management DivisionManagement Planning Division

Internal auditing
●  Overall internal auditing
●  Operational auditing, etc.　　　　　　　　　　

Holding company for administration of business activities
Group management strategic planning, 

allocation of management resources, supervision of business activities, 
monitoring of risk management and internal controls

Chuo Mitsui

Mitsui Trust Holdings

Mitsui Asset

Corporate Auditors/Board of Corporate Auditors

takes a bird’s-eye view of the whole Group and par-
ticipates in the administrative aspects of Chuo Mitsui
and Mitsui Asset.

The four functions of Mitsui Trust Holdings are
described below.

(1) Formulate Group management strategy
We coordinate divisional strategies for the two trust
banks under our umbrella and prepare plans to
maximize groupwide profits and shareholder value.

(2) Oversee the administration of business activities
While the responsibility for administration of
respective business activities lies with each subsid-
iary bank, we watch the status of operations at
each subsidiary to ensure activities are consistent
with Group goals. We also set the business stan-
dards to which each subsidiary must reach and
track performance in each area of operations.

(3) Allocate management resources
We allocate management resources of the Group,
such as personnel, budgets, investment in systems
and the application of funds, and track the use of
these management resources at each bank.

(4) Supervise risk management and internal controls
We formulate basic policies on risk management
and internal controls for the Group as a whole and
monitor the status of risk management efforts at
each bank.
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Chuo Mitsui and Mitsui Asset, as subsidiaries of
Mitsui Trust Holdings, utilize systems that essentially
facilitate the execution of respective business activi-
ties. As a financial holding company established to
oversee the management strategies and administra-
tion of its subsidiary banks, Mitsui Trust Holdings
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Board of Directors: From left, Jun Okuno (Managing Director); Tadashi Kawai (Senior Managing Director); Kiichiro Furusawa (Chairman and
President); Kazuo Tanabe (Deputy President); Michio Taki (Managing Director)

  Cross-Check Capacity, Ensuring Management Transparency
In June 2002, we established the Advisory Board,

a collection of outside experts who extend pertinent
advice on all aspects of business, including key man-
agement strategies and the impact of social and eco-
nomic issues on operations. We reflect this advice in
various measures to enhance the quality of our
products and services.

Through these structures, we not only reinforce our
cross-check capacity and management transparency but
also expedite decision-making processes on business
activities and clarify the responsibilities shouldered by
the executive team.
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Of the five directors at Mitsui Trust Holdings, the
full-time managing director is responsible for plan-
ning Group management strategy and monitoring
risk management status and also functions in a cross-
check capacity by supervising the managing directors
of the subsidiary banks.

Of our five corporate auditors, one is a full-time
auditor, while the other four hold concurrent positions
as auditors at Chuo Mitsui or Mitsui Asset. Because
auditors with dual responsibilities are aware of the
business decisions by directors at their respective sub-
sidiary bank, they are better able to carry out their
composite role as auditors of the holding company and
implement suitable audits. In addition, they perform
a cross-check function for confirming the conclusions
of the full-time auditor. Two of the auditors with dual
responsibilities are external auditors.




